[Identification of two different genetic mutation associated with silent phenotypes for human serum cholinesterase in Japanese].
Two different gene mutations associated with the silent phenotype for human serum cholinesterase were demonstrated. DNA from five individuals with silent gene phenotype of three unrelated Japanese families was amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and analyzed by direct sequencing. The first instance demonstrated a G----C transversion at codon 365 from GGA (Gly) to CGA (Arg), which was seen in three individuals of the two families. This mutation was resulted to create a new Taq 1 restriction site (TCGA). The second mutation was shown by a double heterozygous condition with two different silent gene mutations in two members of remaining one family. These mutations were as follows: 1) one type was a frameshift mutation, in which an extra A was inserted in codon 315 (ACC----AACC) to create a new stop codon at position 322 and 2) the other was the same point mutation at codon 365 as seen in the first instance. These results indicated that many silent variants can be distinguished by direct sequence analyses of genomic DNA.